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Corsair K55 RGB Gaming
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Water Resistance
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Short Description

The K55 RGB keyboard is your first step towards enhanced performance. 

Description

The K55 RGB keyboard is your first step towards enhanced performance. Stay one step ahead with 6
dedicated on the fly programmable macro keys. Multi key anti-ghosting ensures your simultaneous key press
combos are executed the way you wanted. The dedicated volume and media playback buttons enable control
of all of your media without interrupting the game. RGB backlighting and intuitive lighting modes provide
expressive lighting options, all under your control. Quiet, responsive keys provide a satisfying feel. The K55
RGB gaming keyboard comes with a detachable soft rubber wrist rest to ensure additional comfort during
marathon gaming sessions. Keyboard cable type non-braided.

Features

Dynamic RGB backlighting across three zones, with full customization of colors and lighting effects
Dust and spill resistant design rated up to IP42 protection guards against accidents so your gameplay
never has to stop
Six programmable macro keys give you the in-game advantage of powerful macros or key remaps
Detachable, soft rubber palm rest reduces stress on your wrists so you can play longer in comfort
Dedicated volume and media controls give you direct control over your audio without having to
interrupt your game
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Powerful corsair iCUE software enables vivid dynamic RGB lighting control, sophisticated macro
programming and full-system lighting synchronization across all iCUE-compatible Corsair devices
Quiet and responsive keys for comfortable typing during both work and play

Specifications

Brand Corsair

Item model number CH-9206015-NA

Hardware Platform PC

Operating System Windows 8.1, Windows 8, Windows 7, Mac OS X 10.12 Sierra, Windows 10

Item Weight 1.8 pounds

Product Dimensions 18.9 x 6.6 x 1.4 inches

Item Dimensions LxWxH 18.9 x 6.6 x 1.4 inches

Color Black

Batteries 1 AAA batteries required.

Manufacturer Corsair

Additional Information

Brand Corsair

SKU CH-9206015NA

Weight 1.8000

Color Black

Connection Type USB

Keyboard Style Illuminated

Vendor SKU/EAN 843591089135
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